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                     Components

Review/Audit — Learn to use a proven EA methodology 
to assess your organization’s capacity to conduct an 
EA implementation from an analysis and mapping of 
artifacts to your defined business strategies.

Executive “Findings” Briefing — Learn from a detailed 
briefing highlighting gap analysis between the current 
state and desired state of the organization’s ability to 
execute an EA implementation.

Recommendations and Road Map - Learn to define 
recommendations of future steps along with a road 
map that will prepare an organization for an EA 
implementation effort.

The EACOE Approach:
• An independently assessed EA 

implementation capacity

• EA implementation gap analysis

• Validation of an EA implementation plan

• Recommendations and Roadmap for 
successful EA implementation effort

• Flexible methodology that supports the 
incorporation of DODAF, TOGAF, and 
other implementation frameworks

• Reduced EA implementation costs due 
missing or incomplete essential artifacts

We use a reliable, repeatable methodology and our Enterprise Architecture 
Center of Excellence (EACOE) consultants audit and review your current state 

and capability to perform a successful future Enterprise Architecture (EA) implementation.

Conducting a successful Enterprise Architecture implementation requires readiness.  With 
EACOE’s Enterprise Architecture Audit and Review service, our consultants work with you to 

examine your organization’s ability to execute an EA implementation effort successfully.  We also help 
you address any gaps that would potentially stall an EA effort and develop a roadmap for preparing your 
organization for implementing it.  After identifying any gaps, EACOE will work with you to rectify the 
identified deficiencies.

EACOE can assess your organization’s current capacity as it relates to the requirements needed for an EA 
implementation.  We do this methodically, establishing traceability between your organizational artifacts 
and strategies, and then mapping these artifacts and strategies back to our proven methodology.

We apply the EACOE methodology based on the frame of reference/ontology outlined by John Zachman, 
and The Enterprise Framework.

EACOE certified architects analyze your organization’s artifacts to determine its current capacity. 

Enterprise Architecture
Audit and Review


